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[57] ABSTRACT 

An inspection system for a multitube steam generator 
comprising a probe train for insertion in a tube to be 
inspected, which probe train includes, in series, direc-
tional probe means, such as an eddy current probe, for 
indicating the longitudinal and angular location of an 
irregularity at or in the wall of the tube, and radiation 
responsive recording means nonrotatable relative to 
the eddy current probe during operation and in sub-
stantially close longitudinal relationship thereto for re-
ceiving an image of the irregularity when laterally ad-
jacent thereto; elongated alignment means joined to at 
least one end of the probe train against rotation rela-
tive thereto and insertable in the tube for controlling 
or determining the angular orientation of the probe 
train within the tube; means for propelling the probe 
train longitudinally within the tube; and a source of 
radiation insertable in another tube of the steam gen-
erator to a position therealong laterally adjacent the 
indicated irregularity for irradiation of the irregularity 
to project said image on the recording means. 

The directional probe means may preferably be an 
eddy current probe and the radiation responsive 
recording means may preferably be a film bearing 
cassette probe. The alignment means may be provided 
by a resilient naturally curved plastic cable, which 
cable might also be used to propel the probe train. 

Primary Examiner—Robert J. Corcoran 2 Claims, 19 Drawing Figures 
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PROBE TRAIN INCLUDING A FLAW DETECTOR The directional probe means preferably comprise an 
AND A RADIATION RESPONSIVE RECORDING eddy current probe and the radiation responsive re-
MEANS WITH ALIGNMENT MEANS HAVING A cording means is preferably a film bearing cassette 

NATURAL CURVED CAST probe, the film extending at least partially around the 
5 probe. The film is capable of being rotationally ori-

ented at uny angle prior to insertion and operation. A 
The invention relates to an inspection system for naturally curved plastic cable may provide the align-

steam generator tubing. More specifically it relates to ment means. The plastic cable might also serve to pro-
an inspection system which includes means for locating pel the probe train by means of a longitudinal driving 
both the circumferential and longitudinal position of an 10 force applied thereto. A metal cable within the plastic 
irregularity in a tube and a means for radiographically cable might alternatively serve the latter function, 
inspecting the irregularity. The probe train may be initially inserted to establish 

From time to time in multitube steam generators, as the longitudinal and angular or azimuthal location of an 
in nuclear power systems, it may be necessary to in- irregularity and then be withdrawn to position the cas-
spect one or more of the tubes to determine the exis- 15 sette probe and film at the proper rotational orientation 
tence and location of irregularities or flaws therein. to receive the image of the irregularity when the probe 
Further, it may then be desirable to further inspect any train is next inserted and the radiation source is posi-
such flaws to learn their geometry and similar charac- tioned. The step of withdrawing the probe train and ori-
teristics. Because of the inaccessability of the tubes, enting the film might be omitted if the film completely 
which may number many thousand, remotely posi- 20 encircles the cassette probe. 
tioned sensors have been employed. Further, as the ex- For a better understanding of the invention, its oper-
terior surface of the tubes are not easily accessible ating advantages and the specific objects obtained by 
when mounted in a steam generator, the sensors are its use, reference should be made to the accompanying 
generally inserted within the tubes. These sensors have drawings and description which relate to a preferred 
generally been of the ultrasonic or eddy current type 25 embodiment of the invention. 
and have been able to indicate the existence of a flaw „ 
or the like, its longitudinal position along the tube and B R 1 E F DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
rough geometry. However, a more refined inspection FIG. 1 is a vertical sectional view of a steam genera-
has not generally been possible. tor taken through the center thereof parallel the rows 

Recent developments have provided a directional 3 0 of tubes therein with the tube inspection means opera-
probe, of the eddy current type, capable of revealing tionally positioned. 
the angular position of a flaw, as disclosed in U.S. Pat. FIG. 2 is a view of selected tubes of FIG. 1 with parts 
application Ser. No. 415,028 for Directional cut away to reveal the radiation source and sensors 
Eddy Current Probe by G. R. Madewell, filed therewithin positioned to radiographically inspect a 
Nov. 12, 1973. Further, a technique for radiographi- 3 5 tube. 
cally inspecting a flaw has been developed, as disclosed FIG. 3 is an enlarged perspective view of the tube of 
in U.S. Pat. application Ser. No. 415,042 for Radio- FIG. 2 housing the sensors to show them in greater de-
Graphic Inspection of Steam Generator Tubes tail. 
by C. T. Ward, filed Nov. 12, 1973. Also, means FIG. 4a is a sectional view of the tube containing the 
have been developed for determining or control- 4 0 eddy current probe taken along line 4a—4a of FIG. 3 
ling the angular orientation of a probe within a curved to show one coil of the probe. 
tubular conduit, as disclosed in U.S. Pat. application FIG. 4b depicts the angular extent of close electro-
Ser. No. 415,021 for Remote Orientation of a magnetic coupling between the tube and the coil of 
Probe in a Tubular Conduit by C. T. Ward, D. FIG. 4a. 
L. Mathis and F. T. Radcliff, filed Nov. 12, 1973. 4 5 FIG. 5a is a sectional view of the tube containing the 

eddy current probe taken along line 5a—5a of FIG. 3 
to show another coil of the probe. 

According to the invention there is provided an in- FIG. Sb depicts the angular extent of close electro-
spection system for a multitube steam generator, com- magnetic coupling between the tube and the coil of 
prising a probe train for insertion in a tube to be in- FIG. 5a. 
spected, which probe train includes in series, direc- FIG. 6a is a sectional view of the tube containing the 
tional probe means for indicating the longitudinal and eddy current probe taken along line 6a—6a of FIG. 3 
angular location of an irregularity at the wall of said to show still another coil of the probe, 
tube, and radiation responsive recording means nonro- FIG. 6b depicts the angular extent of close electro-
tatable relative to said directional probe means during magnetic coupling between the tube and the coil of 
operation and in substantially close longitudinal rela- FIG. 6a. 
tionship thereto, for receiving an image of said irregu- FIG. 7 is a somewhat diagrammatic, composite view 
Iarity when laterally adjacent thereto; elongated align- of FIGS. 4b, 5b, and 6b to show the angular extent of 
ment means joined to at least one end of said probe 6 0 the close electromagnetic coupling between the several 
train against rotation relative thereto and insertable in coils and the tube. 
said tube for determining the angular orientation of FIG. 8 is a simple schematic diagram of the electrical 
said probe train within said tube; means for propelling portion of the eddy current probe, 
said probe train longitudinally within said tube; and a FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a typical bridge ar-
source of radiation insertable in another tube of said 6 g rangement showing the coils of the eddy current probe 
steam generator to a position therealong laterally adja- " connected therein. 
cent said indicated irregularity for irradiation thereof FIG. 10 is the display pattern of the output of the 
to project said image on said recording means. bridge in which the eddy current probe is connected, 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
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as the probe is moved in the direction of arrow 152 in erf one row are offset relative to the tubes in the rows 
FIG. 3. ; on either side of it by an amount which is one-half the 

FIG. 11 is a sectional view of a portion of the tube center-to-center pitch between tubes in a row. In this 
bundle taken normal to the centerline of the tubes embodiment, the center-tO-center pitch is 1 inch. This 
along line 11 —11 of FIG. 1. 5 arrangement results in the pattern seen in FIGS. 11 and 

FIG. 12 is an enlarged view of selected tubes in FIG. 15, in which six tubes 14 are approximately equiangu-
11 showing the angular relationship between the radia- larly and equidistantly spaced about any particular 
tion source and the film probe relative to the centerline tube. This pattern holds true for most of the tube bun-
of the probe and tube. die 15, the exceptions of course occurring about the 

FIG. 13 shows the cables having the resilient natu- 10 perimeter of the bundle, 
rally curved case used to angularly align and longitudi- Additional support and alignment of the tubes 14 
nally position the probe train within the tube. may be provided by various means, including horizon-

FIG. 14 is a sectional view of the tube and film probe tally extending, vertically spaced support grids 19 
of FIG. 3 taken normal to the centerline thereof along which each may contact and laterally support each leg 
line 14—14 to show the predetermined rotational or 15 of each tube at four approximately equiangularly 
angular orientation of the probe with the tube. spaced positions about its circumference; vertically ex-

FIQ. 15 is an underside view of the tube sheet of FIG- tending, horizontally spaced support grids 21 which 
1 taken along line 15—15 to show the cable guiding each may contact and support the nexus portion of 
and aligning fixtures. most, and sometimes all, of the tubes at four approxi-

FIG. 16 is an elevational view of the cable guiding 20 mately equiangularly spaced positions about its circum-
and aligning fixtures of FIG. 15 taken along line 16—16 ference; and obliquely arranged support straps 23 
therein. which may contact and laterally support most, and 

sometimes all, of the tubes at two or more equiangu-
larly spaced positions about the tube's circumference 

2 5 in the region between supports 19 and 21. For a more 
Referring now to FIG. 1, there is depicted a nuclear thorough description of these several supports, refer-

steam generator 10 including a vessel 12 having a large ence may be made to U.S. Pat. No. 3,575,236 issued 
number of heat exchange tubes 14 supported therein Apr. 20, 1971, to. Nicholas D. Romanos entitled 
and terminating at one or both ends in a tube sheet 16. Formed Plate Tube Spacer Structure. 
Tube sheet 16 is about 12 feet in diameter and is sup- 30 Tube sheet 16 is fixedly positioned some 5 feet above 
ported by vessel 12. In the steam generator 10 de- the lower end of vessel 12. A divider plate 18 extends 
picted, tubes 14 are shaped as an inverted "U" with the from tube sheet 16 to the bottom of vessel 12 along the 
two legs extending vertically upward from tube sheet midplane to sealingly divide the lower end of vessel 12 
16 on opposite sides of the vertical midplane of the into an inlet side and an outlet side, respectively corn-
steam generator, and the nexus connecting the two legs ^ municating with opposite ends of tubes 14. A fluid inlet 
at their upper ends either through two spaced 90° nozzle 20 provides primary fluid entry to vessel 12 and 
curved bends or a single 180° bend. Tubes 14 are hoi- tubes 14 on one side of divider 18. One or more fluid 
low and circular in cross section and their ends extend outlet nozzles 22 provides egress of primary fluid from 
through cylindrical bores extending vertically through the tubes 14 and vessel 12 on the other side of divider 
the horizontal tube sheet 16. Tubes 14 are secured to 4 0 18. A manway 24 allows human access, by man or ma-
the tube sheet 16, as by welding. Typically, a tube 14 chine, to the primary inlet side of vessel 12 below tube 
has an outside diameter of about three-fourths inch and sheet 16 and a manway 26 allows similar access to the 
an inside diameter of five-eighths inch, and is formed of primary outlet side. Vessel 12 also includes a feedwater 
corrosion resisting alloy, such as conductive, generally inlet 28 and a steam outlet nozzle 30 on the secondary 
non-ferritic, stainless steel. 4 5 side of steam generator'10. 

Tubes 14 may number between 7,000 and 9,000 and From time to time, it may be desirable to inspect vari-
are in a bundle 15 which is comprised of more than 100 ous tubes 14, particularly if leaks or weaknesses are 
side-by-side parallel rows of tubes, each row including suspected. The search may be confined to tubes in vari-
from one to 50 or more tubes in nested arrangement, ous suspect regions of bundle 15 and done in a fairly 
a typical such row appearing in FIG. 1. The nesting of rapid manner by inserting eddy-current and/or ultra-
tubes 14 in a row is accomplished by making the verti- sonic search probes in the suspect tubes. Such initial 
cal and horizontal portions of a tube near the midplane search is generally capable of determining the presence 
of the generator of particular lengths and progressively of an irregularity along the wall of any particular tube 
increasing these lengths for those tubes further away ^ 14' and its longitudinal location along the tube. How-
from the midplane. * ever., it is also desirable to ascertain the angular loca-

The vertical run of a leg of a short tube 14 might be tion of the irregularity of flaw, both for analytical rea-
19 to 23 feet and the nexus between the pair of legs is sons and particularly, for subsequent inspection by 
formed by a section of tube bent 1 80° about a 2% inch other means, such as radiography, 
radius. The vertical run of a leg of a long tube 14 might Referring to FIGS. 1 through 3 there is shown appa-
be 23 to 29 feet and the nexus between the pair of legs ratus for determining the longitudinal and angular loca-
formed by a horizontally extending section of tubing tion of an irregularity at or in the wall of tube 14' and 
about 7 to 11 feet long having a 90° bend of about 10 for subsequently radiographically inspecting the irregu-
inch radius on each end. larity in greater detail in situ. This apparatus includes 

While the various rows of tubes are parallel one an- • . a directional sensor such as eddy current probe 110, 
other, adjacent rows may be aligned in one design, or connected nonrotatably in series with radiation respon-
offset in another design, the latter being described and sive recording means, such as film cassette probe 36, to 
depicted herein, as in FIGS. 11 and 15. The tubes 14 form a probe train 100. Further, it includes means. 
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such as cables 48 and/or 50, nonrotatably connected to 
one or the other or both of probes 36 and 110 for deter-
mining or controlling their angular orientation within 
tube 14' and which may propel the probes longitudi-
nally within the tube in response to a longitudinal force 
applied thereto. Also, it includes a source of radiation, 
such as pill 32, which is insertable in a tube near tube 
14' for irradiating the irregularity in tube 14' and pro-
jecting its image onto the film of cassette probe 36. 

In FIGS. 2 and 3 there is shown a particular tube 14' 
selected for inspection and having an irregularity, such 
as recess 31, in the outside diameter of the tube nexus 
along its uppermost surface and another irregularity, 
such as recess or crack 33, in the outside diameter of 
the tube nexus about midway between top and bottom. 
Further, there is depicted a single pair of opposed sup-
port straps 23, earlier described, which like supports 19 
and 21 are formed of a ferritic material, such as carbon 
steel. These straps 23 are proximate or contact the out-
Side diameter of tube 14' about midway between the 
top and bottom of the nexus on either side thereof. It 
will be appreciated that various other supports 21 and 
23 are proximate or contact the nexus of tube 14' at 
spaced intervals, but are not shown for the sake of clar-
ity. 

Eddy current probe 110, in the preferred embodi-
ment, comprises three coil means 112, 114 and 116, 
respectively comprising coil pairs 112a and 112ft, 114a 
and 1146, and 116a and 1166, respectively supported 
in longitudinally spaced relationship by bobbins 118, 
120 and 122 in turn supported by elongated, tubular 
support member 124. The spacing between adjacent 
cdil means 112, 114 and 116 may range from an inch 
or less to 6 inches or more, depending on the structure 
under inspection. 

Coil support member 124 may be a piece of nylon 
tubing having an O.D. of three-eighths inch and being 
from several inches to a foot or more in length, depend-
ing on the number of coils thereon, and their spacing. 
Member 124 is preferably resiliently flexible to facili-
tate traversal of probe 110 through bends or curves in 
tube 14'. It might of course be rigid if no bends were 
to be encountered. Member 124 is here shown and de-
scribed as a discrete element, however it will be appre-
ciated that it might be an integral portion of cable 48 
or 50 instead. 

The coil supporting bobbins 118, 120 and 122 each 
may be annular elements of hard nylon or the like, hav-
ing an I.D. substantially the same as the O.D. of the 
support member 124 and an O.D. which is slightly less 
than the I.D. of tube 14' to allow free passage there-
with^. Each bobbin 118, 120 and 122 is secured to 
support member 124 against rotation relative thereto, 
as by means of a glued or cemented joint. Some form 
of keying device might also or alternatively be used. 
Bobbins 118, 120 and 122 respectively each include a 
pair of closely spaced grooves extending completely 
therearound. However each groove is of a first, uniform 
shallow depth over an arc length of about 120°, with 
the remainder being of a significantly increased depth 
such that its base approaches or equals the I.D. of the 
particular bobbin. Both grooves on a particular bobbin 
are rotationally or angularly the same or aligned with 
one another, as viewed along the longitudinal center-
line of probe support member 124. However, the shal-
low depth arc sections of each pair of grooves on each 

3 5 8 
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bobbin are rotated 1 20° from those on the other two 
bobbins. 

Coil pairs 112a and 1126, and 114a and 1146 and 
116a and 116b are formed by winding the same number 

5 of turns of enameled magnet wire on bobbins 118, 120 
and 122 in each of the six grooves, with the resulting 
coils having an eccentric or somewhat cam-like appear-
ance when viewed along the centerline of probe sup-
port member 124. Coil means 112, 114 and 116 are 

10 thus each eccentrically disposed relative to the center-
line of member 124, each having an arc segment of 
about 120° of greatest diameter to place that part of the 
coil in close proximity with the wall of tube 14', as seen 
in FIGS. 4a, 5a and 6a. The remaining segment of each 

15 coil means has a radius, relative to the centerline of 
member 124, which may vary somewhat but is substan-
tially less than the first segment. 

In the preferred embodiment, with probe 110 cen-
tered within tube 14', the large diameter arc segment 

20 of each coil means 112, 114 and 116 may be spaced 
from the wall of the tube by about 1/32 inch, whereas 
the remainder might be spaced up to 5/16 inch. This 
differential in spacing is sufficient to create a marked 
difference in the electromagnetic coupling and interac-

2 5 tion between the coil and the tube 14', with the closer 
spacing resulting in the closer coupling. As a result, an 
irregularity such as recesses 31 or 33, or even straps 23, 
will have a much greater effect on the signal of a coil 
close to it than one spaced farther away. It is this prop-

3 0 erty which probe 110 utilizes for directional sensitivity. 
Two or more centering spacers 126 are concentrically 
disposed about and affixed, as by cementing, to probe 
support member 124 at longitudinally spaced positions 
to maintain the probe 110 in a centered position in tube 
14'. Each spacer 126 is generally annular in shape, hav-
ing a major diameter substantially the same as the I.D. 
of tube 14' for contacting, sliding engagement there-
with and tapering radially inward toward the end to fa-
cilitate introduction to and movement within tube 14'. 

4 0 Each spacer 126 may be longitudinally split or grooved 
at several places around its circumference to create 
somewhat flexible spokes, not shown, to facilitate tran-
sit of small radius tube bends. Spacers 126, like bobbins 
118, 120 and 122, are of nylon or the like to permit rel-

4 5 atively easy sliding contact with tube 14' without dam-
aging the tube or introducing materials which might not 
be acceptable in such an environment. 

FIGS. 46, 56 and 6b respectively depict the angular 
extent of close electromagnetic coupling between coils 
112, 114 and 116 and tube 14' about its circumference, 
this region being indicated by shading. It will be noticed 
that while the angular extent of closest spacing between 
a coil means 112, 114 or 116 and tube 14' might be 

. _ 120°, the angular extent of close electromagnetic cou-
pling will generally be greater, for instance 145°. Fur-
ther, it will be noted that the regions of close electro-
magnetic coupling for the coil means 112, 114 and 116 
are rotated equiangularly from one another and pro-

6 0 vide some degree of overlap, in this instance 25°. The 
angular extent of close spacing between a coil means 
and the tube might be as little as 90° and still obtain 
complete coverage with three coil means. The com-
bined regions of close electromagnetic coupling for all 

65. of the coils 112, 114 and 116 are depicted in FIG. 7, 
revealing close coupling about the entire circumfer-
ence of tube 14', with a particular different angular re-
gion associated with each of the three coil means. It will 
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of course be appreciated that more than three such coil 
means, each closely coupled over its angular extent of 
proximity with tube 14', might be employed for greater 
angular resolution if such is necessary. 

In FIGS. 2 through 7, probe 110 and coil means 112, 5 
I 14 and 116 are depicted as having a particular angular 
or azimuthal relationship to tube 14', with coil means 
112 centered about the "12 o'clock" position of the 
tube circumference, that position being at the outer-
most and uppermost extremes of the tube along its 10 
length. The means for effecting this positioning will be 
described in greater detail below. 

Referring to FIGS. 3, 8 and 9, the circuitry of probe 
110 will be described in greater detail. As earlier men-
tioned, coil means 112, 114 and 116 are respectively 15 
comprised of coil pairs 112a and 112b, 114a and 1146, 
and 116a and 1166. Coils 112a, 114a and 116a are 
wound on bobbins 118, 120 and 122 respectively and 
are connected electrically in series and coils 1126, 
II 46 and 116b are wound on bobbins 118, 120 and 122 20 
and are also connected electrically in series. The coils 
112a, 114a and 116a are connected in series opposing 
relationship with coils 1126, 1146 and 1166 at junction 
128, with coils 112a, 114a and 116a forming one leg of 
an impedance bridge, coils 1126, 1146 and 1166 form- 25 
ing another leg, and impedances 130 and 132 each 
forming one of the other two legs of the bridge. One or 
both of impedances 130 and 132 can be made variable 
to aid in null balacing the bridge. 

In forming the coils of probe 110, enameled magnet 3 0 

wire 134 having end terminals 136 and 128 is used to 
wind coils 112a, 114a and 116a,- and wire 138, having 
end terminals 140 and 128 is used to wind coils 1126, 
1146 and 1166. 

Terminals 128 on wires 134 and 138 may be joined 3 5 

electrically, as by soldering. That portion of wires 134 
and 138 extending between terminal 128 and bobbin 
122 for coil means 116 does so in deep longitudinal 
notches in one spacer 126 and bobbins 112, 114 and 
part of 116. These notches are deep enough in the bob-
bins to place the wires beneath the coils subsequently 
wound thereover. Each coil is then wound, beginning 
with bobbin 116 and finishing with bobbin 112 and 
using wires 134 and 138 to form the a series and 6 se-
ries coils respectively. These ends of the wires also 
enter and exit the coil-seating grooves of the bobbins 
and spacer by means of the same or similar longitudi-
nally extending notches. As seen in FIG. 3, wires 134 
and 138 preferably partially or completely encircle 
support member 124 between bobbins to permit flex-
ure and bending of probe 110 at bends in tube 14'. 

Terminal 136 of wire 134 is connected, as by solder-
ing, to the center conductor of a standard small diame-
ter coaxial cable 142, and terminal 128 is similarly con-
nected to the shield conductor of the coaxial cable. 
Terminal 140 of wire 138 is connected, as by soldering, 
to the center conductor of another coaxial cable 144, 
similar to 142, and terminal 128 is similarly connected 
to its shield conductor. As shown in FIG. 3, coaxial ca- 6 0 
bles 142 and 144 extend within and beyond both ends 
of a hollow cable 48, to be later described, to connect 
terminals 138 and 140 across an input oscillator 146 
and to connect terminal 128 to terminal 148 of the 
bridge output. If coil support member 124 is simply an 
integral extension of cable 48, the coaxial cables 142 
and 144, or their conductors, may extend beyond the 
end or through an opening in the side of cable 48 un-

4 0 

4 5 

5 0 

5 5 

derlying probe 110 to make the connections 128, 136 
and 140. The exposed portions of the coaxial cables 
may then be taped to the outer periphery of cable 48 
to protect the connections if the conductors are inad-
vertently pulled at the other end. 

Oscillator 146 is capable of providing an input signal 
at two different frequencies, for instance 25 KHZ and 
400 KHZ, and a single pole double throw switch 150 
connects coil means 112, 114 and 116 to one fre-
quency or the other. For inspection of the wall of a 
tube, such as 14' which is nonferritic, a search fre-
quency of 400 KHZ is generally effective and reduces 
the effects of ferritic members such as supports 19, 21 
and 23. On the other hand, if it is desiral le to note the 
location of such a support member, as for reference 
purposes, a lower frequency such as 25 KHZ is prefera-
ble. It will be appreciated that neither of these frequen-
cies is critical. 

Assuming that probe 110 is moved through tube 14' 
in the direction indicated by arrow 152 in FIG. 3 with 
the angular or rotational orientation depicted in FIGS. 
3 through 7, and that discontinuities 31 and 33 occur 
as described and depicted in FIGS. 3 and 7, an output 
signal such as that depicted in FIG. 10 will result. FIG. 
10 is the trace, as by a conventional brush recorder, of 
the E„„, signal of the impedance bridge showing the rel-
ative amplitudes of the output signal as each of the coils 
of probe 110 is adjacent normal wall sections of tube 
14' and adjacent areas having irregularities. The three 
excursions of the signal from the normal, at the right 
end of the FIG. 10 trace, result from the probe 110 
passing adjacent support straps 23 of FIG. 3 with an EjM 
frequency of 25 KHZ. Moving leftward, the next three 
excursions result from each of the three coils of probe 
110 passing adjacent irregularity 33 with an E,„ fre-
quency of 400 KHZ. The last three excursions, appear-
ing near the left side of FIG. 10, result from the coils 
of probe 110 passing adjacent irregularity or flaw 31. 
The FIG. 10 trace measures signal amplitude along the 
"Y" axis and time (or distance) along the "X" axis. It 
will be appreciated that time will bear a known rela-
tionship to the longitudinal position of probe 110, 
thereby permitting meaningful interpretation of the 
trace. The trace of FIG. 10 was made with probe 110 
advancing at one speed as it passed support 23 and ir-
regularity 31, but at a faster speed as it passed irregu-
larity 33. Generally a constant speed throughout is to 
be preferred, but is in no way essential. 

In FIG. 10, the right-most excursion in each group of 
three excursions in the signal trace is provided by the 
leading coil means 112, the middle excursion being as-
sociated with coil means 114, and the left-most excur-
sion in the group being associated with coil means 116. 
Through analysis of the relative amplitudes of the sig-
nals from each of the coil means 112, 114 and 116 
when they pass adjacent an irregularity, it is possible to 
determine the angular location of the irregularity about 
a circle normal to the length and direction of travel of 
probe 110. 

For instance, the three signal excursions caused by 
irregularity 33 show an amplitude of about five units 
for coil means 112, two units for coil means 114 and 
nine units for coil means 116. This indicates that irreg-
ularity 33 is nearest the center of the arc segment of 
close coupling covered by coil means 116, is angularly 
somewhat more distant from the center of the arc seg-
ment of close coupling of coil means 112 and is angu-
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larly more distant still from the center of the art: seg- cartridge 38 and prevent relative longitudinal and rota-
ment of close coupling of coil means 114. Accordingly, tional motion therebetween for the frictional and other 
irregularity 33 is somewhere within the 145° of:close forces encountered during use. Alternatively, the ends 
coupling of coil means 116, toward the coil means 112 of the cartridge body and support spine may be rigidly 
side as opposed to the coil means 114 side, but rela- 5 affixed by other means such as end fittings to prevent 
tively close to the centcr of coil means 116. Coil means rotational or longitudinal slippage during use. 
112 might be viewed as centered on the 12 o'clock, po- Cartridge 38 may be about 3 to 4 inches in length and 
sition of tube 14, coil means 114 is centered on ' the 4 supports a sheet of film 40 on the outer surface thereof, 
o'clock position and coil means 116 is centered on the Film 40 may be Kodak 7302 Fine Grain Positive film 
8 o'clock position. Therefore, irregularity 33 would be 10 or one of several radiographic film grades. This film 
expected to exist at about the 9 o'clock position, as it may be selected to have a relatively slow speed to pre-
does. vent fogging by background radiation in steam genera-

Similarly, with the three signal excursions representa- tor 10, after operation in a nuclear steam generating 
tive of the location of irregularity 31, the irregularity system. Film 40 is preferably in the form of a strip ex-
would be within the arc segment of close coupling of 15 tending most of the length of cartridge 38. Film 40 
coil means 112 and about equidistant from the close- should remain as close to the inside surface of the tube 
coupling arc segments of coil means 114 and 116. 14' being inspected as possible. However, because it 
Therefore, irregularity 31 would be expected to be lo- may tend to bend and possibly be damaged when tran-
cated at about the 12 o'clock position, as it is. siting a bend in the tube 14' if wrapped entirely around 

The signal excursions caused by support straps 23 20 cartridge 38, it has been found preferable to make a 
may be used for reference purposes, to verify the rota- partial wrap of 180° or less. If the probe 36 is not re-
tional or angular orientation of probe 110 within tube quired to transit any short-radius bends, film 40 might 
14' as it passes adjacent the straps. The angular loca- be wrapped entirely around cartridge 38. 
tions of straps 23 relative to tube 14' are known and the An intensifying screen 42, of lead or other material, 
indication of strap positioning provided by probe 110 2 5 may cover the outer surface of or completely envelop 
will verify the rotational positioning of the probe within film 40 in a manner well known in the art of radiogra-
the tube. In FIG. 10, the three signal excursions result- phy. Screen 42 is optional, its use being determined by 
ing from the coil means 112, 114 and 116 passing the type and intensity of source pill 32, the type of film, 
straps 23 indicate that the probe is rotationally oriented and the workpiece in a manner well understood in the 
such that coil means 112 has its region of close cou- 3 0 art of radiography. Such a screen is sometimes utilized 
pling centered angularly on either the 12 o'clock or 6 in the preferred embodiment. 
o'clock position of tube 14'. However, with the probe The film 40 (and screen 42) may be secured to car-
positioning means to be later described, any twist error tridge 38 and shielded from exposure to light by light-
would be expected to be much less than 90° from the opague tape 44 wound tightly around the film and car-
intended angular orientation, thus identifying only that 3 5 tridge from end to end. A further seal against abuse, 
angular indication closest to the intended angular ori- moisture, contamination, etc., may be provided by an 
entation as being the actual angular orientation of envelope 46 of heat-shrink material or the like about 
probe 110. As the longitudinal location of straps 23 and the cartridge, film and tape. This combination provides 
support grids 19 and 21 are known, they also serve as a probe 36 having an outside diameter which may be 
references for the longitudinal location of probe 110. 4<^ only slightly less than the inside diameter of a tube 14, 

It will be appreciated that the spacing between coils for instance 0.6 inches, to permit close, but smooth, 
112, 114 and 116 may be changed if the spacing be- passage therewithin. 
tween supports 21 or 23 is such as to interfere with ob- Cartridge support spine 41 extends beyond the ends 
taining accurate and meaningful information about a of cartridge 38, through envelope 46, sufficiently to 
tube irregularity, such as 31 or 33. This may be done 4 5 permit a connection between it and a cable at one end 
most conveniently by providing several probes 110 and a connection between it and probe 110 at the other 
having different coil spacings and interchangably con- end. The form of connection and the nature of the 
nectable into probe train 100. Alternatively, the spac- cable or cables attached thereto will be discussed more 
ing between an adjacent pair of coils, i.e., 112 and 114, ^ thoroughly below. Suffice it to say here, that cables 48 
might be made different from that between another ad- and 50 are nonrotatably attached to the opposite ends 
jacent pair of coils, i.e., 114 and 116. of the probe train 100 to propel it within a tube 14', by 

Referring to the radiographic inspection means de- pushing and/or pulling the cables from beyond the ends 
picted in FIGS. 3, 12 and 14, a film cassette probe 36 of tubes 14'. Cables 48 and 50 may each be long 
is joined nonrotatably in series with eddy current probe 5 5 enough to extend the full length of the longest tube 14 
110 to form probe train 100 for insertion in a tube, " and the distance to and somewhat beyond a manway 24 
such as tube 14', and a radiation source "pill" 32 is in- or 26. Guide tubes, to be described more thoroughly 
sertable into another tube, for instance 14a, adjacent below, extend between the tube sheet 16 and one or 
tube 14'. both manways 24 and 26 to facilitate remote introduc-

Film cassette probe 36 comprises a cylindrical, hoi- tion of a cable 48 or 50 to a particular tube 14'. 
low form or cartridge 38 of resilicntly flexible material, The radiation source is preferably a capsule or pill 32 
such as elastomer tubing, supporting a piece of slow- of a radioisotope, such as iridium, cobalt, ytterbium, 
speed photographic or a radiographic film 40. A sup- thulium, gadolinium, thorium, or the like, which emits 
port spine 41 having a longitudinally extending center gamma radiation capable of passing through the wall of 
wire or cable and wire ribs extending radially therefrom 6 5 the tube containing the source and also the wall of the 
extends through cartridge 38 and is concentric there- tube containing cassette probe 36. For example, pill 32 
with. The wire ribs of spine 41 are sufficiently numer- may be a piece of iridium 192 having a strength of 
ous, long and rigid to snugly engage the interior wall of 10-13 curies and enclosed in a small stainless steel 
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housing. Pill 32 is affixed to the end of a long cable 34 straightened somewhat and then return to the curved 
which is sufficiently rigid to permit it to be pushed or cast or cast and helix when the straightening forces are 
driven into a source guide conduit, not shown, inserted removed. 
within tube 14a, but is also flexible enough to follow A particularly good example of a cable having the 
the contour of the tube. The special steel cable com- 5 above properties and that used in the preferred em-
monly used in standard radiographic practice is satis- bodiment for cables 48 and 50 is one comprising hol-
factory. Cable 34 is sufficiently long to permit pill 32 low plastic tubing, for instance a plastic such as nylon, 
to be moved to any position along the length of the Ion- A plastic material is preferred in this environment as it 
gest tube, preferably when introduced from only one is generally chemically inert and nonabrasive, however 
end of tube 14, but at least when introduction from ei- 10 a limited degree of longitudinal stretching generally at-
ther end is possible. Cable 34 may be advanced and tends this type of material. Both cables 48 and 50 are 
withdrawn by a conventional cable-feed mechanism, rather long lengths, up to 120 feet, of nylon tubing hav-
not shown. Pill 32 is withdrawn into and kept within a ing a naturally curved cast thereto and typically having 
shielded container when the pill is fully retracted in ac- an outside diameter of about one-fourth inch to five-
cordance with standard industry practice. The source 15 eighths inch. The nature of this cast is such that cables 
guide conduit is a blind-end tube of Nylon which pre- 48 and 50 tend to form circular coils when external 
vents cable 34 and pill 32 from contacting the interior forces are absent as in FIG. 13. With such characteris-
surface of a tube 14. The blind end of the source guide tics, there exists an imaginary line, or inner arc 52, 
conduit is positioned at the preselected longitudinal po- along the side of each cable 48 and 50 closest to the 
sition in tube 14 and pill 32 is then positioned by ad- 20 imaginary centers about which they naturally curve and 
vancing cable 34 until the pill contacts the blind end. there is another imaginary line, or outer arc 54, along 

In order to use the probes 36 and 110 of probe train the opposite side of each cable 48 and 50 most remote 
100, it is necessary to control or predetermine the an- from their centers of curvature. These arcs 52 and 54 
gular or azimuthal orientation of the probe train rela- parallel the axes or center lines of each cable 48 and 50 
tive to the tube 14' in which it is inserted. This is partic- 25 on'opposite sides thereof and lie in plane 56 which ex-
ularly true for directional eddy current probe 110, tends from the center of natural curvature of the cable 
though it also applies to film cassette probe 36, particu- through the longitudinally extending axis or centerline 
larly when film 40 does not completely encircle car- thereof. These imaginary centers of curvature are indi-
tridge 38 but extends over an angle which might be no cated as 58 in FIGS. 13 and 14 and lie in plane 56 re-
greater than 90°-120°. 3 0 ferred to above, that plane being generally parallel the 

Consideration will now be given to the means utilized plane of the paper, 
to facilitate insertion of probe train 100 and pill 32 into It has been found that when a cable such as 48 or 50 
their respective tubes 14 and, more importantly, the haying this natural cast or curvature is inserted into a 
means and technique for accurately controlling the an- conduit which is curved along its length, or includes 
gular or azimuthal orientation of probe train 100 rela- 3 5 curved sections along its length as the U tubes 14, the 
tive to the tube 14' in which it is inserted. As used plane 56 of cable curvature tends to align itself and be 
herein relative to probe 36, probe 110 or probe train coincident with the plane 60 of conduit or tube 14' cur-
100, the terms "angular orientation" and "azimuthal vature. In FIG. 2, plane 60 is parallel the plane of the 
orientation" are synonymous and relate to the orienta- paper, extends through the centerline of tube 14' and 
tion of any point on the probes or probe train about its 4 0 includes centers of curvature 62 of tube 14'. More im-
centerline and relative to a surrounding tube, such as portantly, the alignment or coincidence of planes 56 
14' in which it is inserted. and 60 occurs with the centers of natural curvature 58 

Through use of elongated alignment means having a of cables 48 and/or 50 to the same side of the cables 
resilient naturally curved cast thereto and connected to and tube 14' as the centers of curvature 62 of the U 
one or both ends of probe train 100 it has been found 4 5 tube. In other words, a cable 48 or 50, upon transiting 
possible to control the angular orientation of the probe a curved section of tube 14 will orient itself to one, and 
train if it, or more precisely the alignment means, is only one, predeterminable angular or azimuthal orien-
caused to transit a curved length of the tube or other tation relative to the tube. This is thought to be due to 
conduit through which it moves. 5 o the cables seeking the path of "minimum work" or of 

According to the preferred embodiment of the inven- "minimum imparted strain energy" due to their elastic 
tion at least one, and preferably both of the probe train deformations. 
propelling cables 48 and 50 exhibit a naturally curved The natural outer arc 54 of a cable 48 or 50 will be 
cast or cast and helix. Stated another way, cables 48 immediately adjacent the comparable outer arc of a 
and 50 are elongated members, the axis or centerline tube 14 and the natural inner arc 52 will of course be 
of each tending to coil or curl substantially into a circle immediately adjacent the comparable inner arc of the 
or helix when no external restraining forces are applied tube. This relationship exists at least along the region 
thereto. This property is exhibited by a variety of elon- of coextensitivity of cable 48 and/or 50 and a curved 
gated members. For instance, various plastic tubings, length of tube 14. If no twisting or torsional forces are 
coiled metal wire and metal tubes might develop this ^ applied along the length of cable not within a curved 
resiliently curved cast or cast and helix during the section of tube 14, that portion of the cable will also 
forming process which might include extrusion or adopt the same angular orientation to the tube in which 
drawing or the like. Alternately, this resilient naturally it extends. 
curved cast or cast and helix might subsequently be im- Because of this characteristic of cables which have a 
parted to a straight metal rod or tube, as by bending it 6 S curved cast, probe train 100 may be nonrotatably af-
around a circular form in the nature of forming a spring fixed to one, or preferably both, of cables 48 and 50 
or coil. Such material would of course exhibit a degree and its angular rotational orientation within a tube 14 
of resiliency or springiness which would allow it to be will generally conform to that of each cable at its junc-
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ture with the probe train. As seen in FIG. 3, connection 
caps or plugs 64 are nonrotatably affixed to an end of 
each of cables 48 and 50 and both ends of support 124, 
as by crimping or bonding them thereto. Spine 41, 
which is substantially coaxial with probe 36, is nonro- 5 
tatabiy affixed at one end to cap 64 on cable 50 and at 
the other end to cap 64 on one end of probe 110, as by 
engaging locking nuts 66, positive clamps, or the like. 
Similarly, cap 64 on the other end of probe 110 is non-
rotatably affixed, as by locking nuts 66, to cap 64 on 
cable 48. Coaxial cables 142 and 144, as depicted in 
FIG. 3, may extend through holes in cap 64 in cable 48 
or through an opening in the wall of the cable. Caps 64 
and locking nuts 66 might be avoided by forming the 
probe train 100 as an integral portion of cable 48 or 50. 
Further, one cable might be greatly increased in length 
and the other omitted. However, such integral forma-
tion of probes and cables does not allow various config-
urations of probe 110 to be interchangably used with 
the cables. 

This arrangement results in probes 36 and 110 and 
cables 48 and 50 being nonrotatably fixed relative to 
one another during operation, the rotational orienta-
tion of each relative to the other being preestablished 
and/or noted. Probes 36 and 110 will also be cut by 
plane 56 passing through their axes, as seen in FIG. 14 
and will include a longitudinally extending line 54' ra-
dially outward of spine 41 and the centerline of probe 
110 having the same angular relationship thereto as 
outer arc 54 of the cables and another longitudinally 
extending line 52' radially outward of spine 41 and the 
centerline of probe 110 and having the same angular 
relationship thereto as inner arc 52 of the cables. 

The figures, particularly FIG. 14, show probes 36 and 
110 and cables 48 and 50 within tube 14' and having 
their plane of natural curvature 56 coincident with the 
plane of curvature 60 of the tube, resulting in the 
aligned planes as indicated by 56, 60. The angular or 
azimuthal orientation of film 40 about the centerline of 
tube 14' is controlled by the initial angular positioning 
of the film about the centerline of the cartridge and rel-
ative to a reference such as line 54'. In the orientation 
depicted in FIG. 14, film 40 is centered about line 54' 
which is the 12 o'clock position herein. Similarly, coil 
means 112, 114 and 116 are of fixed azimuthal posi-
tioning about the centerline of probe 110. 

If the probe 36 is to support film 40 in a position in 
tube 14' to record an image provided by gamma radia-
tion emitted by pill 32 in a tube, for instance 14a, at a 
specific angular orientiation about tube 14', the opera-
tor need only preposition the film at that angular orien-
tation about cartridge 38 which will place it in a line be-
tween the cartridge and the source tube 14a. 

The above-described means and techniques for pre-
determining and accomplishing the angular orientation 
of probes 36 and 110 at selected locations along a tube 
having a curved section may be effective when at least 
part of the naturally curved cable 48 or 50 has transited 
at least part of the curved length of the tube. If probe 
train 100 is longitudinally close to that portion of a 
cable which is transiting, or has just transited, a curved 
section of tube 14', it will assume essentially the same 
angular orientation relative to the tube as the curve-
transiting section of cable. If there are no other forces 
or effects serving to torsionally twist cables 48 and 50, 
then the probe train will assume the same angular ori-
entation relative to tube 14' us the curve-transiting sec-
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tion of the cable, even if it is many feet distant there-
from. This latter situation might occur in a U tube 14 
if the only pushing-pulling forces applied to cables 48 
and/or 50 were directed parallel the vertical runs of the 
tube, but this may not always be practicable as the ca-
bles are led out through manways 24 and 26 at an angle 
to the U tubes and the moving forces are applied out-
side vessel 12. In such instance, the angular orientation 
of probe train 100 relative to tube 14' might be the pre-

10 determinable pattern seen in FIG. 14 only when it is in 
close longitudinal proximity to, or when it is in the re-
gion of or between, the bends or curves at the top of the 
tube. This limitation to the extent of a tube 14 along 
which probe train 100 will assume the above described 

15 predetermined angular orientation, while not wholly 
desirable, may be tolerable if the region of inspection 
is confined to the longitudinal extent of the tube near, 
including, or between the bend or bends of the tube 
nexus. 

20 Otherwise, as the curvature plane of cables 48 and/or 
50 might be twisted from the plane of curvature 60 of 
the tube 14 when they exit from the ends of the tube, 
they tend also to twist between the tube ends and the 
region of predeterminable alignment at and between 

25 the tube bends. If the extent of this twist is known and 
varies predictably between the tube bend and tube end, 
one might calculate or determine the rotational orien-
tation of a probe 36 located therebetween by knowing 
its longitudinal location and computing the extent of 

30 the twist thereat. However, further means may be pro-
vided for avoiding this torsional displacement effect 
and the need for computation of the extent of twist at 
the probe train 100 when it is along the vertical run of 
the tube and distant from the bend. 

3 5 Referring to FIGS. 1, 15 and 16, there is depicted a 
fixture plate 68 adapted to be fixedly supported adja-
cent the undersurface of tube sheet 16, as by expand-
able fingers 70 which may lockingly engage the inside 
wall of specific tubes 14 other than those involved in 

4 0 the inspection steps. Alternately, fixture 68 might be 
carried by or form an integral part of a remotely mov-
able platform such as described in U.S. Pat. application 
Ser. No. 384,658 for Remotely Movable Plat-
form by C. T. Ward, D. L. Mathis, F. T. Radcliff and 

4 5 R. Vorwerk, filed Aug. 1, 1973, and U.S. Pat. applica-
tion Ser. No. 384,657 for Remotely Movable 
Platform by C; T. Ward, D. L. Mathis, F. T. Rad-
cliff and E. Ranger, filed Aug. 1, 1973. Fixture 68 pref-
erably includes a plurality of vertical, circular openings 
therethrough positioned to be in registry with the ends 
of a group of tubes 14, for instance tubes 14' and 14a-f 
of FIGS. 1 and 11. Tubes 14a-f are those immediately 
adjacent tube 14' at 60° intervals therearound. The 

^ openings are of substantially the same diameter as the 
I.D. of tubes 14. Hollow nipples 72a- / extend down-
ward a short distance from the six openings in registry 
with tubes 14a-f respectively. Hollow flexible tubular 
guide conduits 74a—f are affixed at one end to nipples 
72a-/'respectively, and extend out of vessel 12 through 
manway 26 to another fixture 76 similar to fixture 68 
and supported outside vessel 12. 

A curved tube extension 71 extends nonrotatably 
downward from fixture 68 at the central opening in reg-
istry with the end of tube 14'. Extension 71 serves as 
a curved extension to tube 14' and provides a similar 
function as the bends in the tube. Extension 71 may be 
a rigid member having the required curvature, though 
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it may be of a material which has a resilient natural cast 
thereto, similar to cables 48 and SO. The plane contain-
ing the centerline of extension 71 and its center, or cen-
ters, of curvature is common with the plane of curva-
ture 60 of tube 14'. Further, the center, or centers of 
curvature of extension 71 are to the same side of the 
tubular extension as are the centers of curvature 62 to 
the tube 14', as viewed in one longitudinal direction. 
Extension 71 has substantially the same internal diame-
ter as tube 14' and might extend downward from fix-
ture 68 up to about a foot or more. The curved portion 
of extension 71, if rigid, consists of a bend of approxi-
mately 90° or less having a radius of about 5 to 20 or 
more inches. This curvature generally corresponds in 
order of magnitude with that of a typical bend in tube 
14 in bundle 15. 

A flexible tubular guide conduit 74' is affixed at one 
end to the lower end of extension 71 and extends out 
through manway 26 to fixture 76, to which its other end 
is affixed. 

It may, for special circumstances, be desirable to po-
sition another fixture 78 at the other end of tube 14', 
particularly if both cables 48 and 50 are used with 
probe train 100 requiring their leadout through both 
manways 24 and 26 at the same time and if the probe 
train must be positioned at any point along tube 14'. 
Fixture 78 may be similar to fixture 68, though it may 
be provided with but one opening, in registry with the 
other end of tube 14', if the cable 34 is long enough to 
permit radiation pill 32 to be moved to any needed po- 3 0 

sition within tube 14' from a single entry through fix-
ture 68 side. 

A tubular nipple in registry with the other end of tube 
14' might extend down from fixture 78 and include a 
flexible guide conduit leading to manway 24 to facili-
tate introduction and removal of cables 48 and/or 50 
to and from tube 14'. If probe train 100 is to be used 
only between a bend of tube 14' and that end of the 
tube proximate extension 71, then there is no particular 
need for the nipple and guide conduit of fixture 78 to 4 0 

adhere to the geometrical constraints of extension 71. 
On the other hand, if the probe train is to assume the 
afore described angular positioning at all points along 
the length of tube 14', it will be preferably for fixture 
78 to include a curved extension similar to that of fix- 4 5 

ture 68. 
Accordingly, a tube extension 73 in registry with the 

end of tube 14' extends downward from fixture 78 and 
is of a geometry identical to that of extension 71. The 5 Q 
plane of curvature of extension 73 is also the same as 
for extension 71 and is the plane of curvature 60 for 
tube 14'. Similarly, the center, or centers, of curvature 
of extension 73 are to the same side of the extension as 
are the centers of curvature 62 to the tube 14', when ^ 
traveling longitudinally in one direction. A flexible tu-
bular guide conduit 75' is affixed at one end to the 
lower end of extension 73 and extends out through 
manway 24 to a mount similar to fixture 76 and not 
shown here. 

While an embodiment has been described and de-
picted in which extension 71 was a separate, usually 
rigid member to which conduit 74' was attached, it will 
be appreciated that conduit 74' might be extended to 
a short nipple on fixture 68, avoiding the use of exten- 6 5 
sion 71. In effect, conduit 74' would then also serve the 
function of extension 71 to provide a curved path for 
probe train 100 prior to its entering tube 14'. Of course 
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the constraints on extension 71 will also apply to the 
end of guide conduit 74' affixed to fixture 68. Conduit 
74' will be nonrotatably affixed to fixture 68, or a nip-
ple thereof, such that its plane of natural curvature 

5 thereat coincides with plane of curvature 60 of tube 
14'. However, the guide conduit 74' may descend or 
depart from fixture 68 in a gentle, large radius ( 5 - 1 0 
feet) helical path which leads out manway 26 to fixture 
76, and possibly beyond. This use of extended guide 

10 conduit 74' to replace discrete extension 71 may per-
mit operation in a tube 14' located somewhat closer to 
divider 18 than might be permitted by a rigid extension 
71, as in FIG. 1. Care should be taken however, be-
cause of the large radius of conduit 74', to insure that 

15 the plane of natural cast of cable 48 be coincident with 
that of guide conduit 74' when the former is introduced 
to the latter. A similar arrangement of conduit 75' 
might also be used as a substitute for discrete extension 
73. 

20 The use of curved extensions to tube 14', such as ex-
tensions 71 and 73, permits the angular orientation of 
probe train 100 to be controlled and known along the 
vertical linear sections of the tube, as well as at the re-
gion of and between the bends at the top of the tube. 
With these extensions, the cable 48 or 50 passing 
through guide conduit 74' or 75' will become oriented 
in the single predeterminable angular orientation de-
scribed earlier upon transiting the curved length of the 
extension prior to entering tube 14' proper. Corre-
spondingly, probe train 100 will be similarly oriented 
while transiting the curved extension, as earlier de-
scribed. Thus probes 36 and 110 will assume the afore-
described predetermined angular orientation prior to 
entering tube 14' and will retain this orientation 
throughout its length because the tube bends are in the 
same plane and direction as the bend in the extension, 
and because angular displacement errors from tor-
sional or twisting force have been avoided. 

Reference is now made to the preferred, though not 
necessarily only, manner in which probe train 100 is 
used in detecting and/or inspecting an irregularity, such 
as recess or crack 31 or 33. The existence and longitu-
dinal position of the irregularity might have been previ-
ously established by a simple, easily moved sensor of 
the ultrasonic or eddy current type or the like, by pass-
ing the sensor within the length of tube 14'. 

Alternatively, eddy current probe 110 of probe train 
100 might be used for this initial detection. In either 
event, cable 48 and/or 50 will be, or will have been, in-
serted in tube 14' and propelled therein by a force ap-
plied to cable 48 and/or 50 outside generator 12 such 
that eddy current probe 110 longitudinally scans or 
passes each irregularity to provide the angular direc-
tion indicating signals depicted in FIG. 10. As earlier 
described, the excursions of these signals provide infor-
mation which enables the angular or azimuthal position 
of an irregularity relative to probe 110 to be deter-
mined with a good degree of accuracy. Because probe 
110 is non-rotatable relative to probe 36 and cables 48 
and 50, the relative angular position of the discontinu-
ity indicated will thus be known for, or relative to, 
probe 36. 

This information establishes, with a good degree of 
accuracy, the angular location of an irregularity around 
the wall of tube 14' and relative to the axis thereof. 
With knowledge of the angular location of an irregular-
ity, analysis of the reasons for its existence might be un-
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dertaken and also importantly, the tube or tubes into 
which radioactive source pill 32 must be inserted is es-
tablished, as for instance tube 14a for the flaw 31 at the 
12 o'clock position. By knowing the angular location of 
the irregularity, the need to radiographically inspect 5 
the tube from all angles thereat is avoided. 

Following determination of the angular location of a 
flaw or irregularity, it is then radiographically in-
spected. If the irregularity occurs in a region of tube 
14' that doesn't require film probe 36 to transit a small 10 
radius bend, then film 40 might extend completely 
around the probe and the probe train 100 need only be 
moved longitudinally a short distance following the an-
gular location determining operation, to bring it later-
ally or radially opposite the irregularity. If, on the other 15 
hand, probe 36 must transit a tight bend, film 40 will 
preferably only partially encircle the probe and it will 
be necessary, after the eddy current position determin-
ing operation, to withdraw probe train 100 from tube 
14' and angularly position the film in the indicated an- 20 
gular location about the probe. Then probe train 100 
and associated cables are reinserted in tube 14' to the 
longitudinal position which places probe 36 laterally or 
radially adjacent the irregularity to be radiographed. 
Eddy current probe 110 may be used during this rein- 25 
sertion operation to reestablish and verify the longitu-
dinal and angular positioning of the probe train, partic-
ularly probe 36, relative to tube 14' and the flaw. If 
probe 110 is used to establish (or reestablish) the longi-
tudinal position of the flaw, there will be little chance 30 
for error in the subsequent longitudinal positioning of 
probe 36, even assuming stretch of cables 48 and/or 50, 
because the two probes are longitudinally close to and 
generally fixedly spaced from one another. 

The stretching of cable 48 or 50 and the attendant 35 
inaccuracy in longitudinal positioning of probe 36 may 
be reduced through the use of a metal cable, not 
shown, which may extend in each of hollow cables 48 
and/or 50. One end of the metal cable is secured to the 
cap 64 at one end of the cable 48 or 50 and its other 40 
end extends out beyond the end of the surrounding 
cable 48 or 50 to receive a "pulling" force. If such 
metal pulling cable is used, it is preferable that it be of 
stainless steel or other nonmagnetic material at or near 
eddy current probe 110. 45 

Pill 32 is introduced through the appropriate guide 
conduit and tube, in this instance 74a and 14a respec-
tively, to a longitudinal position adjacent the flaw 33. 
Another tube more remote from tube 14' than tube 14a 
might be used to house pill 32, the only requirements 50 
being that it have a generally similar angular relation-
ship to tube 14' and that it not be so remote that the 
radiation on the flaw 33 is seriously attenuated. Pill 32 
is preferably first positioned and probe 36 bearing film 
40 is subsequently positioned adjacent thereto, how- 55 
ever if the angular eddy current inspection and the film 
positioning can be accomplished in a single step with-
out removal of probe 36, then pill 32 may be quickly 
inserted in the indicated tube following positioning of 
the film bearing probe. 60 

The probe 36 and pill 32, once positioned on oppo-
site sides of the irregularity 33, remain so positioned for 
sufficient time to expose film 40 to gamma radiation 
from pill 32. This exposure is sufficient to result in the 
formation of an image on the film 40 of the target tube 65 

wall existing between the film and the pill. In essence, 
the sharpest and best defined images appearing on film 
40 will result from anomalies or flaws in the wall of 
tube 14' immediately adjacent the film, though a flaw 
in the wall of tube 14a or other intervening tubes might 
create a fuzzy and weak image also. For the film cas-
settes and radiation sources described herein, probe 36 
is typically allowed to remain at the inspection location 
for about 1/10 to 10 or more minutes and is then 
quickly withdrawn from tube 14' and steam generator 
10. 

This operation results in the radiographic inspection 
and recording of the features of an arc portion of tube 
14' about its center line or axis, that arc portion (about 
100 percent) being limited by the angular coverage of 
film 40 and the region thereof irradiated by pill 32, as 
seen in FIG. 12. Typically, the angular extent of op-
timun inspection coverage for a single positioning of 
probe 36 and pill 32 is between about 45° and 60° to 
each side of a line extending between centers of tubes 
14' and 14a and relative to the center of tube 14'. This 
permits inspection of about one-fourth to one-third of 
the circumference of tube 14' with a single installation 
of probe 36 and pill 32. This is usually sufficient, how-
ever if a flaw has a large angular extent it may be neces-
sary to repeat the operation with the pill 32 in another 
tube such as 14b. 

While the preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention has been described herein, it should be under-
stood that the description is merely illustrative and that 
variations and modifications can be made therein with-
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention 
as recited in the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An inspection system for a multitube steam gener-

ator comprising: 
a. a probe train for insertion in a tube to be inspected 

including, in series: 
i. directional probe means for indicating the longi-

tudinal and angular location of an irregularity at 
the wall of said tube, and 

ii. radiation responsive recording means, nonrotat-
able relative to said directional probe means and 
in substantially close longitudinal relationship 
thereto, for receiving an image of said irregular-
ity when laterally adjacent thereto and said irreg-
ularity is irradiated; 

b. elongated alignment means having a resilient, nat-
urally curved cast thereto and joined to at least one 
end of said probe train against rotation relative 
thereto and insertable in said tube for controlling 
the angular orientation of said probe train within 
said tube; 

c. means for propelling said probe train longitudi-
nally within said tube; and 

d. a source of radiation insertable in another tube of 
said steam generator to a position therealong later-
ally adjacent said indicated irregularity for irradiat-
ing said irregularity to project said image on said 
recording means. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said alignment 
means and propelling means comprise a cable affixed 
to at least one end of said probe train. 


